We propose a simple physical mechanism to explain the ultrafast first step of vision, a photoinduced cis to trans rotation of retinal. In the ground state, the torsional stability of π bonds is countered by Coulomb interactions acting between the π lobes; the torsional dependence for Coulomb interactions is absent in the often-used Ohno approximation, but restored with our formula. After photoexcitation, the bonding weakens causing the destabilizing terms to dominate. The twist in the ground state due to steric interactions surrounding the 11-cis bond increases the initial torque and thus the speed of the reaction.
Introduction
In the first step of vision, retinal's shape changes but an instant after absorbing a photon; subsequent distortions of the surrounding opsin protein eventually result in a nerve signal [1] . The 200 fs speed [2] and high quantum efficiency [3] of the primary photochemical reaction in rhodopsin are dramatic and have been difficult to understand in simple physical terms. Retinal, the optically active element in rhodopsin, is a conjugated polyene with an extended network of twelve π electrons filling alternating double and single bonds, see Figure 1 .
Conceptual transparency and calculational simplicity make semi-classical models an appealing context in which to study conjugated polyenes; for example, in the Su-SchriefferHeeger (SSH) model for polyacetylene (CH) x one can see how electron-phonon coupling results in solitons and other quasi-particles which control the optical properties and conductivity [4] . Semi-classical models [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] write H = H σ + H π + H coul , and treat the π electrons quantum mechanically but use classical springs to describe the lower-energy carbon-carbon σ bonds.
On the other hand, ab initio density functional theory methods include all conduction electrons on the same footing. Although excellent at describing the ground state properties, these approaches struggle to treat photoexcited states [9] ; for example, "scissor operators" are used to enlarge gap energies [10] and molecular dynamics in the photoexcited state is difficult for large molecules [11] .
Semi-classical models have more parameters than ab initio approaches, and are only as good as their approximations. For example, when only one rotational degree of freedom is included [12] , rhodopsin cannot isomerize quickly because the moment of inertia is too Methyl-hydrogen steric interactions break the planarity of the molecule and contribute to ultrafast photoisomerization. great. For another example, addressed below, Ohno's approximation for the Coulomb interactions [13] between π electrons does not provide torque because it effectively places nuclear and π electron charges at the atomic coordinates.
In this work, we include all spatial degrees of freedom for the retinal backbone and we improve upon the Ohno formula for Coulomb interactions. In our semi-classical model, we find the effective torsional spring constants are much closer to experiment, and our simulations produce retinal photoisomerization at the right time scale.
Model Context
Our classical molecular-mechanics model [6] restores σ bond lengths and angles
where
, and a 0 = 1.4Å. Our quantum-mechanical description of the π electrons is with a tight-binding PariserParr-Pople (PPP) Hamiltonian [14] :
Electron-phonon coupling arises from the overlap integral T j = (t 0 − αu j ) cos θ j , which depends on the separation and torsional angle θ between neighboring π-orbitals, measured using carbon backbone coordinates. The SSH interaction strengths [4, 14, 15] are t 0 = 2.5 eV and α = 4.0 eV/Å. The Γ term in Eq. (2) is useful because it offsets the tendency of finite chains to uniformly contract and allows comparison to SSH periodic chains [16] . The traditional extended-Hubbard model, with the widely-used Ohno formula [13] , is:
where η = 4π 0 U/q 2 e . In the Ohno formula for V jk , note that the π electrons act at interatomic separations R jk and provide no torque between nearest neighbors; that is, their repulsion is independent of torsional angle.
Torsional stability derives from π-bonding. With the aid of the Hellman-Feynman theorem [17] , the effective ground-state torsional spring constant can be evaluated in an SSH context [4] :
Torsional stiffness from π bonding is an order of magnitude greater than the experimental observation [18] of K exp θ ≈ 0.4 eV/rad 2 . Our conclusion was that some additional interaction must be torsionally destabilizing the double bonds [15] . In the next section we will show how Coulomb interactions between lobes of π orbitals elegantly explains the soft torsional vibration modes and ultrafast photoisomerization dynamics.
Improving the Ohno Formula
The charge density of π electrons is not, in fact, in the plane of the backbone. We model π lobes as Gaussian charge distributions QS −3 π −3/2 exp{−r 2 /S 2 }, a distance D off of the backbone plane (see Figure 2 ). The Coulomb energy for the pair of gaussian clouds µ and ν is
where the error function erf (x) = (2/ √ π)
factor is a way of accounting for half charges of π lobes. Observe that when S µν → 0 the regular Coulomb form for point charges is recovered.
By summing over all combinations of the 2N lobes and N nuclei, one obtains our new formula for the Coulomb energy, which replaces Eq. (3),
where µ, ν label the lobes and electron spins, and where j, k label nuclei 3 . Eq. (6) is a function of the distances between nuclei and also of their torsional orientation.
The torsional dependence of the ground state energy of ethylene in Figure 3 highlights differences between the predictions of our W and the Ohno V formulas; the experimental torsional barrier E 90 and spring constant K θ are in better agreement with W . Improvement is also seen in calculations of isomerization barriers and vibration modes for cis-and trans-hexatriene in Table 1 . To optimize the parameters {K σ , K 120 , Γ, D, S}, all models were evaluated at identical ground-state structures. In Table 1 , we list results both for exact solutions with fully-correlated electrons, and in the independent-electron (IE) approximation where the lowest energy single-electron wavefunctions are combined.
, and For vibration modes, one technical detail should be noted. The hydrogen masses are transferred to backbone degrees of freedom, consistent with their inferred position,
where a CH = 1.1Å is the carbon-hydrogen distance. The mass of hydrogen j increases the effective masses of C j−1 , C j , and C j+1 and leads to an off-diagonal coupling between C j−1 and C j and between C j and C j+1 . This method of inferral excludes CH vibrations and modes where the hydrogen oscillates out of phase with its carbon but is good for acoustical vibrations and torsional vibrations where the hydrogen's contribution to the moment of inertia is roughly equal to the carbon's. Inferring hydrogen positions excludes sp 3 hybridization which is important for de-excitation [11] . Photoexcitation energy gaps are presented in Figure 4 . In the IE approximation, the photoexcited state is attained by eliminating the Highest Occupied and by filling the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (i.e., HOMO to LUMO). For the fully-correlated calculations, we apply a dipole operator to the ground state, then use a third-order Lanczos diagonalization technique to project out the lowest energy photoexcited state.
Photoisomerization of Rhodopsin
In Rhodopsin, strain around retinal's 11-cis bond (see Figure 1 ) twists the molecule [22] ; the ground state torsional angle predictions [9] are {θ 10 , θ 11 , θ 12 } = {11
• , 164 Table 1 Experimental [18] [19] [20] torsional isomerization barriers and vibration modes are compared with both our W and the Ohno V model in both fully-correlated (exact) and Independent Electron (IE) contexts at optimized model parameters. Our W model performs better throughout.
also plays an important role in the speed of the photochemistry; retinal analogs with less strain are slower and less efficient [3] .
We model the steric interaction with a potential
where R H,Me is the distance from the hydrogen attached to C 10 [at coordinate r H 10 , see Eq. (7)] to the methyl group attached to C 13 [at coordinate r Me , using an analogous expression to Eq. (7) We will now investigate the dynamics of a model of 11-cis retinal after photoexcitation, presenting model predictions using the IE approximation, for computational simplicity. After photoexcitation, the π bonding pattern is disrupted along the length of the molecule, creating a pair of soliton quasiparticles [4, 23] ; between solitons ( † ), the ground state alternating double and single bond pattern (e.g., //\//\//\//\//\//) invert (e.g., //\ † /\\/\\/\\/ † \//). Figure 5 shows that a few fs after photoexcitation, bond 11 becomes long. The torsional stiffness at bond 11 is reduced by both the weaker coupling of Bond Number Figure 5 . Photoexcitation creates solitons (the dark lines) which mark inversions of the ground state pattern with double bonds at odd numbers and single bonds at even numbers. Note the almost immediate elongation of the 11-12 bond which allows Coulomb forces to twist the molecule (see Figure 6 ). the longer bond length and the weaker expectation value c † 11 c 12 + c † 12 c 11 . The Coulomb interactions between the neighboring π lobes (in our W model, but not in Ohno) plus the steric interaction come to dominate over the torsional stability of bonding and the molecule twists as seen in Figure 6 . Increasing twisting further weakens the overlap integral and the net destabilizing torque increases.
A planar polyene, lacking the initial torsional symmetry-breaking isomerizes much more slowly because the energy surface of the photoexcited state is an unstable maximum and requires zero-point fluctuations to initiate the dynamics [15] . The initial twist of ≈ 15
• means a sloping energy surface in the photoexcited state and this kick-starts the dynamics. Symmetry breaking is crucial for making photochemical reactions ultrafast.
Discussion
We have argued that there is a competition between the torsional stability of π bonding and the destabilizing effect of Coulomb interactions. The popular Ohno formula has often been used (more than 270 citations in the last fifteen years, including [14, 15] ) to parameterize the Coulomb matrix element V jk . However, Eq. (3) does not depend on the orientation of π orbitals of carbons C j and C k . Another often-used formula with no orientational dependence is V (R) = U/(1 + ηR), proposed by Nishimoto and Matanaga [24] . We instead propose Eq. (6) to describe extended-Hubbard interactions. Our W formula performs significantly better than the Ohno V in each model context we have explored, ranging from SSH-style independent electron solutions to fully correlated solutions. The weak torsional spring constants and low thermal isomerization barriers are explained without having to resort to modifying the torsional dependence of the overlap integral (e.g., Ref. [8] ) so that T (90
• ) = 0, in violation of symmetry. With this insight, we also observe ultrafast photoisomerization of a rhodopsin analog for the first time in a semi-classical model. Absorbing a photon weakens π bonding and tips the torsional balance in favor of twisting Coulomb interactions. The steric-induced ground state twist breaks the rotational symmetry so there is an immediate torque to drive rotation. In summary, structural information and photochemical reactions in conjugated polyenes, such as rhodopsin (Rh) can be understood in simple physical terms.
Semi-classical tight-binding models have seen much use in studies of conjugated polyenes because of their ease and flexibility [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 15, 16, 23, 25] . They can nicely complement ab initio density functional methods, providing physical insight by explicit comparisons of models with different elements.
Our model allows for motion of the entire conjugated backbone, but is fairly minimal. In future work, one could include terms to account for charge symmetry breaking through the protonated Schiff base (PSB) [namely the NH + in Figure 1 ] or the protein environment [26] . These effects are not included in simulations, Figures 5 and 6 . We have shown previously [23] that because the PSB draws electrons strongly to itself, the bond-length oscillations drawn in the chemical diagram (Fig. 1) is disrupted. In fact, in the ground state, the 15-16 bond is long while the 14-15 bond is short relative to a 0 . A resonance structure interpretation is possible, but we prefer to think of the effect as trapping a ground-state soliton arising from the PSB localizing an electron from the π system. Ab initio calculations have also observed this ground-state solitonic pattern [9] .
The soliton state softens the bonds in the neighborhood of the cis bond, priming that location for action. But a soliton also reduces the energy band gap. In IE-style simulations, we find that this reduction of an already too-small band gap halts photoisomerizations. Fully-correlated simulations, where Hubbard correlations primarily set the band gaps, should not face this difficulty.
The computational burden of evolving the photoexcited state in a fully-correlated methodology is significant [11] . We are hopeful that direct evolution of the photoexcited wavefunction or advances like the DMRG algorithm [27] which allow one to include electron-electron interactions in tight-binding models will permit explicit calculations for realistic [14] and interesting molecules such as those considered here.
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